INTRODUCTION

Mounting Location

The AVS 501 should be installed by a qualified electrician.

Location

Mount the AVS 501 Series in a protected and unobstructed area. The AVS 501 Series is not intended for outdoor use.

DO NOT install the AVS 501 Series in the generator compartment.

Installation

1. Turn off the power to the generator.
2. Remove the access panel on the right side of the generator.
3. Insert the AVS 501 Series into the compartment.
4. Secure the AVS 501 Series with screws provided.
5. Connect the power leads to the generator.

Operation

Operate the AVS 501 Series by turning the power switch to the "ON" position. The LED will light up to indicate that the unit is operating.

General Information

- Power Supply: 120V AC, 50 Hz
- Dimensions: 18" x 12" x 6"
- Weight: 50 lbs

Thank you for purchasing the Panel Model AVS 501 Automatic RV Line Filter System.
ATS 501 Installation Guide

Typical Installations

Rated - 50A 120/240 Volts 60Hz. Neutral rated 70A with jumpers installed.

** Note: Circuit 1 and Circuit 2 in phase.